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Practical and cost-effective field trips and courses for petroleum geologists and engineers that emphasize field analogs and methods to solve problems.

FIELD TRIPS
1. Southern California oil basins and oil fields: 4 days, $1800/participant that includes ground transportation for trip and guidebook, but not meals and hotels, 7-14 participants/trip.
2. San Joaquin basin petroleum geology and oil fields: 3 days, $1,400/participant that includes ground transportation for trip and guidebook, but not meals and hotels, 7-20 participants/trip.
3. Geology and oil basins of coastal southern California and Channel Islands: 7 days, $2900/participant that includes ground transportation for trip and guidebook, but not boat transport, meals and hotels, 7-14 participants/trip.
4. Structural geology and oil field traps along the Transpressive San Andreas fault boundary: a structural transect across the San Joaquin, Cuyama, and Ventura oil basins: 2 days, $950/participant that includes ground transportation for trip and guidebook, but not meals and hotels, 7-20 participants/trip.

COURSES
5. Geologic surface mapping and field methods for petroleum geologists and engineers: a hands-on opportunity to increase and refresh field skills in a “summer-field camp” environment emphasizing mapping and other field methods to solve petroleum system based structural and stratigraphic questions, 9 days, $2900/participant that includes ground transportation for trip, and field notes and exercises, but not meals and hotels, 7-10 participants/trip.
6. Introduction to Subsurface Mapping: 2 days, $950/participant that includes course, exercises, and classroom costs, but not meals and hotels, 7-14 participants/class.
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